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Wave-based control (WBC) is a technique for motion control of under-actuated flexible sys-
tems. It envisages actuator motion as launching a motion wave into the system, while simulta-
neously absorbing any wave returning from the system. For rest-to-rest motion the net launch 
displacement is set at half the target displacement. In absorbing the returning wave and vibra-
tions, WBC moves the system the remaining distance to the target, with zero steady-state error. 
The focus of this paper is on very small residual vibrations around the target position which can 
endure for a long time after arrival at target. This issue was discovered through a recent devel-
opment within WBC context on controlling complex two-dimensional, mass-spring, beam-like 
arrays. To date their existence has been unidentified. This paper investigates and interprets the 
nature of these vibrations, explains and identifies them based on wave ideas, and finally offers 
a new wave-based approach to mitigate or suppress them. It also discusses their implication, 
not just for WBC but for the general problem of control of flexible systems. 
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1. Introduction 
Wave-based control is a technique for motion control of under-actuated flexible systems. It 
envisages actuator motion as launching a motion wave into the system, while simultaneously 
absorbing any returning wave from the system. The term “wave” here describes a propagating 
disturbance, usually dispersing as it goes, which can leave behind a net change after it has en-
tered and left the system via the actuator. For present purposes the wave variable can be taken 
as displacement, and, for rest-to-rest manoeuvres, the net change corresponds to the gross mo-
tion of the system. The interface between a grounded actuator and the flexible system is seen 
as a gateway for the interchange of motion between the actuator and the flexible system. It is a 
bi-directional gateway, with motion both entering and leaving the system simultaneously at 
every instant. To separate these two motions, the interface dynamics are monitored and resolved 
into counter-propagating motion components. The returning motion component is used for con-
trol. Figure 1 illustrates the idea. The actuator position, x0, and the force, f0, at the actuator/sys-
tem interface (or equivalently, in the first spring) are measured. These are used to calculate the 
returning motion, in a way described elsewhere and can easily be implemented in real time (e.g. 
[1-3]).  
 
Fig.1. Wave-based, single-actuator control of 3-DOF mass-spring system. 
The actuator is assumed to have its own position (sub-)controller, controlling x0. As seen in 
the figure, the input to this actuator sub-controller is the sum of half the reference (or system 
target) position and the measured returning motion. The half-reference component can be con-
sidered as a motion wave which is launched into the flexible system by the actuator and which 
then travels to the system tip and back again. To this actuator motion is added the motion cor-
responding to the measured returning wave, which has the effect of absorbing it on its arrival 
back at the actuator. In fact, both launching and absorbing motions happen simultaneously, with 
the relative amounts of the two components changing continuously over time. 

















The wave enters the system and leaves it again via the actuator, in general leaving behind a 
net displacement. In the absence of external disturbing forces, it can be proven that the net 
displacement associated with absorbing the returning wave, suitably defined and determined, 
will equal the net displacement associated with the launch wave which caused it. Absorbing the 
returning wave also provides active vibration damping. Thus the final rest position of the system 
will equal the final reference position exactly. Position control and active vibration damping 
are thereby seamlessly combined in a single actuator motion. Figure 2 shows an example of the 
response of a uniform three-mass system where the reference input is a steep ramp (steep in the 
context) to a target displacement of 1.0 m. 
 
Fig.2. a) The tip response of the rectilinear system of Fig. 1. b) Magnification of the response shortly 
after arrival at target. 
The system reaches the target rapidly and settles there, with no steady-state error. The blown-
up diagram however shows that there are very small residual oscillations centred on the target 
position which can endure a long time, in this case up to 10 times the main transient time, or 
about 50 seconds. Their amplitude in this case quickly falls below 10-3 times the net displace-
ment and soon reaches 10-4. Textbooks typically define the settling time as the time after which 
the output remains within, say, 5% or 2% of the final value. Clearly the amplitude of these 
vibrations is of an order of magnitude smaller. But they are present. In fact this issue was re-
vealed and drawn into attention through a recently published work [4] in which WBC was pro-
moted to control translational and rotational motions of beam-like mass-spring structures in 
plane. As one moves towards more complex lumped flexible systems, such as these 2D flexible 
arrays of masses and springs, the residual vibrations under WBC become more evident, while 
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generally remaining small. This prompted a closer investigation, to understand the nature of the 
effect, how it comes about, its significance, and how it might be reduced or eliminated.  
But first a slightly wider context is appropriate. This is presented in Section 2. Section 3 then 
reviews aspects of wave-based control and wave models of lumped, flexible systems. Section 
4 provides an explanation of the residual vibrations in terms of the wave models. Section 5 
presents some sample results, for rectilinear flexible systems and 2-D mass-spring arrays under 
WBC. Section 6 considers that, rather than being associated with WBC alone, residual vibra-
tions must be a wider issue. Finally Section 7 has some comments and conclusions. 
2. Context 
The control of under-actuated flexible systems has been studied for decades. There is an 
enormous literature on the topic, with a wide range of methods and applications. References [5-
9] give some books and survey papers. It would neither be feasible nor appropriate to attempt 
a general summary here. Likewise it would take too long to put WBC into the context of these 
other approaches and to make detailed comparisons. Nevertheless, and at the risk of over-sim-
plification, a very brief summary follows.  
A number of reported flexible control strategies assume that a good model of the system is 
available, either because they are essentially open-loop (e.g. posicast, input shaping, time delay 
filtering, sliding mode and time-optimal bang-bang control) or the control is otherwise model-
based or model derived. For this reason these methods are generally not robust to modelling 
errors, unmodelled system behaviour, or unknown system changes. They may also have other 
challenges, such as chattering problems (in sliding mode) and implementation challenges (in 
time-optimal control). Other methods are based on modal analysis and modal control, working 
in the frequency domain. Difficulties can then arise associated with transient behaviour, mode 
measurement, mode truncation and mode spillover. Many methods, such as H∞ and wave anal-
ysis, focus on the active vibration control aspects only, or considers them as separable from the 
motion control problem, as if happening in an inertial (non-accelerating) reference frame. Such 
separation of the motion into so-called rigid body and vibratory motion generally implies ig-
noring the inevitable cross-coupling between these notionally separated motions, or at best, 
regarding them as disturbances of one on the other. Furthermore such methods frequently as-
sume small amplitude vibrations, even when allowing large gross motions. In addition, most of 
these methods ignore actuator limitations and assume that slow dynamic responses or saturation 
effects do not arise or are carefully avoided. 
 
By contrast, WBC circumvents all such problems. No system model is needed. There is no 
attempt to separate the motion into so called rigid-body and vibratory components, and so no 
concerns about coupling between them. It works in the time domain, avoiding any kind of 
modal analysis and its associated challenges and limitations. Furthermore the control system is 
stable, robust to system changes (known or unknown), robust to actuator dynamic limitations 
and actuator saturation, easily implemented, generic, and can achieve very rapid responses. 
Regarding the speed of response, if required WBC can achieve the appropriately-defined, time-
optimal response, by suitable fine-tuning of the launch waveform [10]. Further research on ex-
tensions to or applications of WBC has been published in, for example, [1-4]. Much of this 
work was tested using computer simulation and numerical models, but experimental work has 
also been carried out and reported on a variety of test rigs to verify the validity of the method 
practically in coping with simultaneous control of position and vibration [2, 11-12]. 
Regarding residual vibrations specifically, there is a sense in which all strategies for flexible 
system control are also about attempting to control residual vibrations. For example, see refer-
ences [13-22]. In input shaping, for example, there is focus on making the controller more ro-
bust (or less sensitive) to departures of flexible system dynamics from nominal values. A metric 
of success then is the amplitude of the residual vibration as system frequencies vary from nom-
inal, and in general the further from nominal the greater the amplitude. By contrast, the residual 
vibrations under WBC, considered here, are of a different nature, qualitatively and quantita-
tively. They are only remotely related to modelling errors, choice of input waveform, or imple-
mentation issues. They are observed as a) having high frequency, b) low amplitude for all input 
waveforms, c) are very slowly decaying, and d) are not decaying monotonically.  
The theory of WBC guarantees that the residual vibrations must die out eventually, even 
without system damping, leaving the system at target. For many engineering purposes they are 
probably of little concern, especially because any internal damping will accelerate their decay. 
Nevertheless it is reasonable to ask how they arise; why they endure so long in the absence of 
damping; what determines their amplitude, frequency and decay rates; can they be actively 
reduced in the absence of passive damping; and are they unique to WBC? 
3. Wave models for wave-based control 
Wave models of lumped flexible systems were developed to justify the wave analysis of 
lumped systems, and so wave-based control. The details of the wave models and their justifi-




Fig.3. Series wave model (below) of the dynamics of a lumped mass-spring chain (above), with 
Xi=Ai+Bi. 
Broadly, there is a series model, illustrated in Fig.3 for the case of a rectilinear lumped mass-
spring system, with an actuator at one end and the other end free. It involves a series of wave 
transfer functions (WTFs), Gi(s), in a loop as shown. The motion variables, Xi, in the physical 
system are seen as the superposition of the corresponding motions in the upper and lower 
branches of the wave model, or 
Xi(s) = Ai(s) + Bi(s) (1) 
The Ai terms define the outgoing waves, the Bi the returning waves. In particular, this model 
allows the actuator motion, X0 to be resolved into outgoing and returning components, A0 and 
B0. 
Likewise, Hi, in the lower branch, are transfer functions between successive masses in a string 
initially corresponding to the real system but followed to the left by an imagined extension to 
infinity. Thus 
𝐴𝑖(𝑠) = 𝐺(𝑠)𝐴𝑖−1(𝑠)  
(2) 
𝐵𝑖(𝑠) = 𝐻(𝑠)𝐵𝑖+1(𝑠) 
At the free end, the two loops are joined by another transfer function, F, chosen to ensure 
that the superposition of An and Bn model the motion of the free end mass mn. At the actuator 
end the boundary is modelled by a negative feedback loop. It can be shown [1] that the super-
position of the outgoing and returning waves obeys the equations of motion of the original 
system and its boundary conditions. In other words, in the sense given by Eqs. (1) and (2), this 
“wave model” models the real system dynamics exactly. 
If the system is uniform, then all the Gi(s) and Hi(s), as well as F(s) can be made equal, and 
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A second form of the wave model has wave shunt paths, as shown in the lower part of Fig.4 
for a section of a mass-spring system shown above it. Again the upper path represents the out-
wards-going, rightwards (Ai) waves, the lower branch the waves (Bi) returning towards the ac-
tuator, with Xi(s) = Ai(s) + Bi(s). The actuator and free ends of this model are similar to those in 
the series model of Fig.3. 
 
Fig.4 Shunt wave model (below) of mass-spring chain (above), with Xi=Ai+Bi 
 
This form models partial transmission and partial reflection of waves at each mass, for both 
the outgoing and returning waves. The reflected part of an outgoing wave in the upper branch 
is shunted to the lower returning branch, and the opposite happens for returning waves. The 
calculation of the transmission and reflection coefficients is given in [23]. 
Both the series and shunt models model the lumped system dynamics exactly, in the sense 
that, when their components are properly defined, the sum of the outgoing and returning waves 
reproduces the dynamics of the lumped system exactly. The series and shunt configurations 
constitute alternative models of the same dynamical system. Also they are closely related. For 
example, it is possible to choose WTFs in the shunt model which cause the shunts to be unnec-
essary, thereby recovering the series model.  
For WBC the main reason for the models is to allow the actuator’s motion to be resolved 
into outgoing and returning component motions. For this, the two models lead to similar WBC 
implementations, as they model the interface between the actuator and the flexible system in 
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similar ways. In particular, for both models, in the uniform case, the returning wave B0 can be 
expressed as 
( )0 1 0( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )B s G s X s G s A s= −  (4) 
WBC attempts to absorb this returning wave. The actuator input becomes the sum of half the 
reference input plus the measured return wave, B0(s), of Eq.(4), or b0(t), in the time domain, as 
shown in Fig.1. From the perspective of the wave models, this is equivalent to preventing the 
returning wave from being reflected at the actuator and so re-entering the system which, if 
allowed, would maintain the vibration. The wave model in Fig.3 shows –B0 being re-inserted 
into the system, which is what would happen in the absence of actuator control. Under WBC 
the actuator control adds a B0 term to the actuator motion, X0, which cancels the re-insertion 
and so absorbs the returning wave. It is equivalent to “opening the loop” at the left hand end of 
the series wave model in Fig.3, so that the waves launched by the actuator do a single round 
trip, permanently leaving the system on their return to the actuator, usually leaving behind a net 
displacement throughout the flexible system. 
The practical implementation of the control system and the modelling of the G(s) transfer 
functions in Eq.(3) and (4) has been discussed in references [1-2, 24] and will not be considered 
here. 
4. A wave perspective on residual vibrations 
4.1   Shunt wave model 
As mentioned, it can be proven that, under WBC, some time after the reference signal has 
reached the target position, the entire system will come to rest at the target with no steady-state 
error. One proof is based on the final value theorem [2]. The residual vibrations therefore must 
die out, sooner or later. But what happens in the meantime? Why the small residual vibrations 
before settling? 
The wave models provide an explanation. It is clearest in the case of the shunt model. In a 
rest-to-rest manoeuvre, the main motion does indeed enter and leave the system, in such a way 
that, when it has left, the system has landed at target. However, in going through the system, 
every time the wave motion meets a new element, there is a partial transmission and partial 
reflection, for both the outgoing and returning waves. These reflected components undergo fur-
ther scattering, which add to the primary scattering, in an on-going process, sometimes adding 
 
to already scattered components, sometimes tending to cancel. In this way smaller and smaller 
portions of the travelling waves become more and more scattered and dispersed within the 
lumped system.  
The resulting vibrations have some of the features of standing waves of small amplitude and 
high frequency. But it is better to see them as travelling waves, continuing to propagate through 
the system, albeit following very circuitous routes, with smaller and smaller portions taking 
more and more circuitous routes. If, at each successive scattering point in a round trip, the 
transmitted components are larger than the reflected, the largest motion components will arrive 
back to the actuator most rapidly, with smaller and smaller components taking longer and longer. 
Eventually, after shorter or longer routes, components will find their way back to the actuator, 
where they will be absorbed by the action of the WBC arrangement. The WBC measures and 
absorbs the entire returning wave, as one superposed motion, regardless of the different path 
lengths of its components and the different elapsed times since they entered the system as part 
of an actuator launch wave. 
This reasoning accounts for the main features of the residual vibration, namely small ampli-
tude and very slow decay. The high frequency can be seen as a consequence of the frequency 
dependence of the transmission and reflection coefficients, or the increased wave impedance of 
the lumped system with higher frequencies. In the example in Fig.2, the frequency approaches 
2n, that is, a little below the frequency at which there is a cut-off for propagation through a 
uniform lumped system, or the limit of the highest natural frequency of a fixed-free uniform 
vibrating system. Although the WBC is designed and implemented in the time domain, it can 
be viewed in the frequency domain as acting as a low pass filter, allowing the DC and lower 
frequency AC components to pass through quickly, but causing more and more delays to higher 
frequency components. 
It might be objected that harmonic waves can propagate through such lumped systems with-
out apparent dispersion or reflection, as is frequently assumed. But harmonic solutions implic-
itly assume steady-state conditions. By contrast, position control involves transient waves, 
especially when starting from rest or attempting to return to rest at the end of a manoeuvre. 
Thus for rapid position control, the transient is all important. Arguably transients are best seen 
in the time domain, and the time response is best interpreted in terms of propagation delays.  
 
4.2   Series wave model 
It was stated above that the series model reproduces the system dynamics precisely and can 
form the basis for WBC. At first sight, however, the absence of shunt paths makes it more 
difficult to account for the residual vibrations. In fact, they can be accounted for from the form 
of the WTFs. For simplicity we will consider only the uniform case, where G(s) is given by 
Eq.(3). 
 
Fig.5 Time domain response of step input to the WTF of Eq. (3) 
Figure 5 shows the exact response of this WTF to a step input. It is a Bessel function, which 
exhibits residual vibrations which last for a long time before eventually decaying to zero. In the 
series model, the overall response will involve a combination of such responses in series, that 
is, with the output of each one becoming the input to the next. Thus even the series wave model 
predicts, or accounts for, residual vibrations, which it must do, if it really is a valid model of 
the system. 
The series model is not restricted to uniform systems, but in non-uniform systems the WTFs 
then become more complex than Eq.(3). Full details are given in [23]. Suffice to say that, in 
response to say a step input, the more complex WTFs display longer and more complex residual 
vibrations than for the uniform case above. 
4.3   Minimising residual vibrations 
The amplitude, nature, and decay rate of the residual vibrations depends both on the shape 
of the input waveform and on the dynamics of the flexible system. 
It is certainly possible to move a lumped flexible system through a finite distance, from rest 
to rest, in such a way that on arrival at target there are no residual vibrations whatever. It can 
 
even be done rapidly, at least in theory, for example, using a time-optimal bang-bang, acceler-
ation-limited input. If done perfectly, on arrival at target the system will be completely at rest. 
So the input waveform is certainly important. 
Typically in WBC the input waveform is a step or ramp to target, as in Fig.1. But there is no 
reason not to use a specially designed input, such as one producing the time-optimal solution, 
if known. On the other hand, if a less specific input is used, the residual vibrations can be re-
duced by choosing a fairly generic input which is smoother and more symmetrical, for example 
by beginning with a suitable acceleration-coast-deceleration profile which is then integrated 
twice to get the displacement wave input. 
Regarding the system itself, the more degrees of freedom the system has, the more scope 
there is for multiple wave paths, and so for more scattering and dispersion. This, in turn, will 
prolong the residual vibrations, as the components have more places to linger in the system and 
longer paths to return to the actuator. At the other extreme, with just one degree of freedom, 
there will be no recognizable residual vibrations, at least nothing like those shown in Fig.2. 
Another factor is the degree of uniformity of the flexible system. A lumped system is inher-
ently dispersive to waves, but the dispersion becomes more pronounced as the system becomes 
less uniform, for example with local changes in mass or spring values. In terms of wave scat-
tering, the non-uniformity causes a reduction in the transmitted portion of the wave and an 
increase in the reflected portion. In other words, the scattering effects are increased. 
5. Sample results 
5.1   Rectilinear systems 
To test the validity of this understanding and ideas, first a numerical model of a uniform 
three-mass 1-D (rectilinear) system similar to that in Fig.1 was tested. The masses were set to 
1 kg and the spring stiffness to 10 N/m.  
First, with a step input, or a low-pass filtered step input, there was a small but significant 
residual vibration which lasted for a long time after the system had arrived at the target dis-
placement (similar to Fig.2). Significantly, filtering the input to make the waveform smoother 
(removing high frequency components) does not reduce the residual vibration. This confirms 
that the problem is not due simply to a lack of smoothness in the input. From the wave perspec-
tive, a step input can be considered as a very high acceleration followed by a very high decel-
eration, with no time for any wave-absorption or settling in between. 
 
 
Fig.6. An input profile, comprising acceleration-coast-deceleration phases 
Figure 6 shows an example of an input with an acceleration phase, a coasting phase, and a 
deceleration (negative acceleration) phase, as mentioned above. The response to this input is 
compared in Fig.7 to that obtained with a simple filtered ramp with a similar transit time and 
distance. The phased acceleration input produces a slightly better response. But the real benefit 
is seen in Fig.8 which compares the residual vibrations (on a highly magnified scale). A very 
significant reduction in the size and settling time of the residual vibration is evident. 
 
Fig.7. Comparing responses to inputs: designed acceleration profile versus simple ramp  
 
 
Fig.8. Residual vibrations with simple ramp and designed acceleration profile inputs 
 
A significant point is that the neither the timing of the deceleration phase (with respect to 
the start time) nor its shape is critical. In Fig 6 for example, it can be seen that the acceleration 
and deceleration phases are not identical, but have the same net effect (same areas under curve, 
with opposite signs). The length of coasting phase, and so the timing of the deceleration phase, 
were also varied, and were found to give similar results. The coasting time should be long 
enough to smooth over residual oscillations in the measured interface force (f0). However, the 
required coasting time is not very long, and corresponds roughly to the time for a single wave 
to travel through the system, from actuator to tip and back again. In practice, a value slightly 
longer than one period of the lowest vibration mode of the flexible system works well for the 
coasting phase. The only important requirement is that the system should have a little time to 
settle (not perfectly of course) during the coasting phase. As for the acceleration and decelera-
tion values, based on the requested displacement i.e. the actuator input, they are automatically 
calculated and set such that once they are integrated twice, the displacement wave input will be 
configured. 
Clearly, this whole strategy implies a somewhat longer manoeuvre time (due to the time for 
the coasting phase) and a more gentle input. 
These results now give the control designer a choice. If quickly reducing the small residual 
vibrations becomes a high priority, the strategy provides a way to do so. What is needed is not 
 
simply a low-pass filtered input, but something more strategic, which however is very simply 
implemented in practice. 
5.2   Two-dimensional systems: mass-spring arrays 
The ideas were then tested on the considerably more complex 2-D, planar, mass-spring array, 
the type of configuration which had initially drawn attention to the matter and prompted the 
investigation. The system has a single actuator as above, but now one which can both translate 
and rotate in the plane. Figure 9 is a schematic sketch of such a 2-D system with its control 
system. The directly controlled actuator is at the bottom left hand corner, and it is indirectly 
controlling the attached flexible array, in which frequently the tip position and vibration would 
be of most interest. 
 
Fig.9. A typical 2-D lumped system under WBC 
 
Reference values of translation and rotation (x, y, ) can be inserted to displace the entire 
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Fig.10. Rotation of mass-spring array under WBC comparing simple ramp and phased-acceleration 
inputs. 
Using the same idea of input waveforms based on acceleration, coasting and deceleration 
phases, acting simultaneously on the three component motions, the residual vibrations were 
reduced by a factor of 10 when compared with the response to a simple ramp input with a 
similar transient time. The reduction was most dramatic for rotational motions alone, which 
also tended to have the highest residual vibration when the input was a simple ramp. These 
results are illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11. 
 
Fig.11. Illustration of much reduced residual vibration with phased-acceleration inputs. 
 
6. A broader perspective 
It can be claimed that, if any other technique manages to cause the actuator to achieve gross 
motion combined with active vibration damping, it is doing what WBC does. But while it may 
achieve aspects of what WBC achieves, it may require an accurate model, it may involve un-
necessarily complex theories, and it may not be robust, generic or optimal. Other techniques, 
inevitably, use the actuator to insert momentum and energy into the flexible system, and sub-
sequently to absorb them both, in such a way that, when all vibration has ceased, the system is 
at rest at the target. This is precisely what WBC does, simply, deliberately, optimally and in a 
generic way. (WBC is optimal in a way which can be precisely defined, within constraints 
which are reasonable and appropriate for real systems.)  
 
One possible concern that might be associated with the performance of WBC is to what 
extent it would cope with the systems experiencing external disturbing forces. It is well known 
that disturbances, whether enduring or transient, considerably complicate the flexible control 
problem, especially when they are unknown, unexpected or unmodelled. To address this con-
cern, it should be noted that WBC technique has been already modified and promoted to carry 
out simultaneous vibration and position control of complex, under-actuated flexible systems 
undergoing unquantified external disturbances (see [25]). The robust control performance using 
the technique could be achieved by the simple measurements discussed in this paper which are 
taken only at the actuator. In fact, no further amendment or extra measurement from other parts 
of the system or details of the system properties (such as inertias, stiffnesses, dimensions, vi-
bration modes, or damping) is needed to deal with mitigating residual vibrations in the case of 
presence of external disturbances. 
The residual vibration problem has here been identified and studied in the context of WBC. 
But it seems clear that the issue is more general. Any comparable control system could leave 
residual vibrations on arrival at target, and almost inevitably will, if damping is light. If the only 
available damping method then is controlled motion of the actuator, and at the same time the 
actuator is required to hold the system at target, there are good reasons to propose that there is 
no better strategy than WBC.  
The effect of WBC is to maximise the absorption (and so eliminate or minimise the reflection) 
of the motion arriving back to the actuator. This absorption of returning motion at the actuator 
is the best any controller can do, with a given actuator, in a given lumped system, once disper-
sion has begun. The actuator controller has to wait patiently, as it were, for the vibratory motion 
to arrive there, no matter how long it takes. This is because any motion of the actuator, other 
than to absorb returning waves, will launch a wave into the system, which in turn, as it propa-
gates around the system, will add further scattering and dispersion, thereby further delaying the 
final settling.  
On arrival the returning motion should meet a mechanical impedance which matches the 
output impedance of the flexible system, to maximise the absorption. This is what WBC does. 
With just one actuator on the job, nature cannot and will not be forced to go any faster, once 
the residual vibrations have become established. 
Against the above, it might be argued that, as previously mentioned, some open-loop strat-
egies (e.g. time-optimal bang-bang, or input shaping) can end up with precisely zero residual 
 
vibration, at least in theory, when perfectly implemented. But in the first place, perfect imple-
mentation is almost impossible in real systems, with real actuators, relying on modelling sim-
plifications in the control design. Furthermore, as the order of the system grows, designing a 
theoretically correct input becomes more and more challenging, even assuming a perfect system 
model. From the wave perspective, this rapidly increasing complexity can be associated with 
the need to design an input which causes a succession of disturbances acting on the (dispersive) 
flexible system, disturbances which will superpose over time, but which must later cancel each 
other out perfectly and instantly, when the system is precisely at the target position. In theory 
and in practice, with increasing system order and complexity, this poses enormous challenges.  
As an aside, if there really is a known, perfect, open-loop input which can achieve zero 
residual for a given real system, then WBC can also use it to design its launch wave, with the 
advantage of robustness to subsequent departures from this perfection, due to the self correcting 
effects active in WBC. This possibility is considered in [10]. 
7. Concluding remarks 
The paper has studied a hitherto unexplored aspect of WBC, namely very small, slowly 
decaying residual vibrations which linger in the system after an otherwise completed manoeu-
vre. They become more obvious in higher order systems with light damping and non-uniform 
dynamics. 
Because the residual vibrations are small, and because they are about the correct final po-
sition, they are unlikely to pose significant problems in many engineering applications. Fur-
thermore, any internal damping (assumed negligible in this work) will accelerate their decay, 
especially because of their high frequency. Nevertheless, they are likely to pose a challenge in 
situations involving large (high order), lightly damped, non-uniform, lumped, flexible systems, 
such as large space structures and spacecraft observatories.  
A way has been found to understand their nature and to mitigate their effects. It has been 
conjectured that the residual vibrations correspond to a distribution of very small amplitude, 
high frequency waves, remnants of repeated scattering of the launched wave throughout the 
system, slowly finding their way back to the actuator for absorption. Once established, the scat-
tered waves quickly become so mixed that any hope of identifying, separating or otherwise 
directly controlling them seems lost.  
While it therefore seems almost impossible to eliminate them without damping, a way was 
found nevertheless to reduce them. The method could be considered as the successive scattering 
 
of acceleration waves of opposite signs. In this paper the wave variable was taken to be dis-
placement from the initial position, and the wave models were interpreted in this way. If the 
wave variable is instead considered to be acceleration (or velocity, or indeed force), almost 
identical wave models and control strategies result. Thus if, for example, instead of position 
control, it was desired to achieve acceleration control of an under-actuated flexible system, for 
example in space, one could set a reference acceleration and measure the return waves as ac-
celerations, so doing WBC of acceleration. The same would apply to WBC of velocity or of 
force.  
The relevance of this view here is as follows. Any motion input over time implicitly specifies 
position, velocity and acceleration inputs. Even though in this work the input waveforms were 
set as position over time, they also implicitly set acceleration waves. It then becomes possible 
to think that the success of the acceleration-coast-deceleration input arises from a scattering of 
positive acceleration waves followed by a scattering of negative acceleration waves, in approx-
imately equal amounts, leading to partial cancelling of the lingering, distributed residuals, con-
sidered as accelerations. If the system is given a little time to settle during the coasting phase, 
so that gross velocities become fairly uniform, the launch of the deceleration wave finds the 
system not too far from its acceleration-state when the original acceleration wave was launched. 
So the subsequent scattering will be similar. This view also explains why the timing of the 
deceleration phase is not critical, provided there is a minimum delay before it begins. 
In conclusion, for situations in which the small residual vibrations under WBC are a problem, 
in a rest-to-rest manoeuvre, their level, when the system arrives at target, can be reduced, but 
not eliminated, at the cost of a small lengthening of manoeuvre times. Subsequently they will 
then decay to zero as before. 
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